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Weekly Market Pulse 
Week ending June 24, 2022 

Market developments 

Equities: Broad equity markets delivered strong positive returns for the week. U.S equities broke a 3-week losing streak. 

Markets were bolstered on Friday by data from the University of Michigan Consumer Confidence Survey, which showed 

an easing of 1-year inflation expectations. Strong performance from the information technology sector also saw the tech-

heavy NASDAQ index perform well. Market movement remains volatile and highly dependent on macro narratives around 

central bank tightening, inflation, consumer confidence, and growth expectations. 

Fixed income: Bond yields fell as slowing growth and recessionary fears offset concerns around higher central bank 
policy rates to tame inflation.  

Commodities: The commodities market continued its slump from the previous week. Higher prices and slowing demand 

have begun to take their toll on oil prices. Gold remained weak.  

Performance (price return)  

SECURITY PRICE WEEK 1 MONTH 3 MONTH YTD 

Equities ($Local)      

S&P/TSX Composite 19,062.91 0.70% -6.03% -13.11% -10.18% 

S&P 500 3,911.74 6.45% -0.75% -13.46% -17.93% 

NASDAQ 11,607.62 7.49% 3.05% -18.21% -25.81% 

DAX 13,118.13 -0.06% -5.76% -8.10% -17.42% 

NIKKEI 225 26,491.97 2.04% -0.96% -5.76% -7.99% 

Shanghai Composite 3,349.75 0.99% 9.08% 3.06% -7.97% 

Fixed Income (Performance in %)      

Canada 10-Year Yield 3.33 -0.08 0.52 0.93 1.90 

US 10-Year Yield 3.14 -0.09 0.39 0.76 1.63 

German 10-Year Yield 1.44 -0.22 0.48 0.91 1.62 

US High Yield Spread 5.29 0.07 0.22 1.38 1.92 

Commodities ($USD)      

Oil 107.53 -1.85% -2.04% -4.28% 42.97% 

Gold 1826.48 -0.70% -2.14% -6.70% -0.15% 

Copper 373.95 -6.83% -13.55% -20.92% -16.22% 

Currencies ($USD)      

DXY 104.13 -0.54% 2.23% 5.41% 8.84% 

Loonie 1.2893 -1.05% 0.58% 2.93% 2.03% 

Euro 0.9477 -0.54% 1.75% 4.22% 7.78% 

Yen 135.22 0.15% 6.62% 10.52% 17.50% 

As of June 24, 2022 
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Macro developments 

Canada – Retail sales and CPI rise  

StatCan published Canada’s retail sales data for April. Consensus estimates were for growth of 0.8% month-over-month, 

but the actual figure beat estimates slightly with growth of 0.9%, up from a growth of 0.2% the previous month. The 

automobile industry continued to contract with a decline of 0.3%, and sales within food stores declined 0.5%. These were 

offset by increases of 3.0% in gasoline sales, 4.2% in general merchandise sales and 11.3% in miscellaneous product 

sales. Core retail sales grew 1.0% month-over-month. 

StatCan’s CPI release for May highlighted an increase in inflation. Inflation rose 7.7% year-over-year—higher than 

consensus estimates of 7.3%. This figure is the highest inflation reading since 1983. The largest driver continues to be 

energy, with gasoline rising 48.0% year-over-year. Increases in food (8.8%) and shelter (7.4%) costs also added 

substantial amounts of upward pressure. Month-over-month, inflation rose 1.4%. Seasonally adjusted core inflation came 

in at 5.4% year-over-year.  

U.S. – PMI declines but remains expansionary 

S&P Global released the IHS Markit Flash U.S. Purchasing Managers’ Index survey data for June. U.S. PMIs have all 

declined with a surprise on the downside. The Composite Index fell to a 5-month low of 51.2, the Manufacturing Index fell 

to a 23-month low of 52.4, and the Services Index fell to a 5-month low of 51.6. While these readings remain optimistic, 

they are in line with the results we saw from the Empire State Manufacturing Survey last week. Work backlogs have 

declined for the first time in 2 years, leading to employment slowdowns across both manufacturing and services 

industries. New orders have also declined for the first time in almost 2 years. These factors, along with rising inflation, 

caused a decrease in manufacturing output, which caused the Manufacturing Output Index to fall to contractionary levels 

with a reading of 49.6--a 2-year low.  

International – U.K. CPI rises; Japanese PMI increases; eurozone PMI decreases; Germany’s PMI 

decreases; Germany’s ifo Business Climate index declines; Japanese CPI stable 

The Office for National Statistics reported on the U.K.’s inflation data for May. Inflation rose 9.1% year-over-year—

meeting expectations. This is 10 bps higher than April’s reading of 9.0% year-over-year. Month-over-month, inflation rose 

0.7%. The primary contributors were housing costs, which rose 19.4%, and transportation costs, which have risen 13.8% 

year-over-year. Core inflation growth is starting to diminish, with a reading of 5.9% year-over-year, compared to a figure of 

6.2% the month before.  

S&P Global published the au Jibun Bank Flash Japan PMI data for June. The private sector saw its largest reading since 

last December, with a composite PMI figure of 53.2, up from 52.3 the previous month. This growth was driven by the 

services sector, which saw an expansionary reading of 54.2, up from 52.6 in May. Pandemic restrictions on international 

visitors eased further, which bolstered the services sector. The manufacturing PMI continued to remain expansionary with 

a reading of 52.7, down from a reading of 53.3 the month prior. The primary detractors were inflationary pressures and 

supply chain issues.  

S&P Global’s IHS Markit Flash Eurozone PMI had its June release. Like the U.S. figures, PMI readings have all declined 

below consensus estimates. The Composite Index dropped to a 16-month low of 51.9, the Manufacturing Index fell to a 

22-month low of 52.0, and the Services Index dropped to a 5-month low of 52.8. New orders have declined for the first 

time in slightly over a year and business expectations have turned grim. Inflationary pressures on input costs have slightly 

decreased but output prices have continued to rise, driving down demand. The decrease in demand, alongside supply 

chain issues stemming from the Ukraine-Russia conflict and China’s mixed lockdown signals, caused the Manufacturing 

Output Index to fall to a contractionary level with a reading of 49.3. This is a 2-year low.  

S&P Global published its June release of the IHS Markit Flash Germany PMI. The readings shared the same pattern with 

the eurozone and U.S. PMI data. Germany’s PMI continued its downtrend—falling for the fourth month in a row and failing 

to meet consensus estimates. The Composite Index fell to a 6-month low of 51.3, the Manufacturing Index fell to a 23-

month low of 52.0, and the Services Index fell to a 5-month low of 52.4. New orders have decreased for the first time in 

half a year. Demand for goods and services suffered downward pressure from inflationary headwinds. Inflation has also 

caused input costs in Germany to continue to rise, but these costs were offset by a slight relief in supply chains. The 

Manufacturing Output Index turned contractionary with a reading of 49.0, a 23-month low.  
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Germany’s ifo Business Climate Survey reported on its June data findings. The Business Climate Index declined below 

expectations from 93.0 to 92.3. Future expectations dragged the Business Climate Index down, with high inflation taking a 

toll on demand for goods and services. The Expectations Index dropped from 86.9 to 85.8 with a surprise on the 

downside. The Situation Index also had a slight drop from 99.5 to 99.3, beating expectations. The biggest drags were 

manufacturing and trade. The Manufacturing Index fell from 2.7 to 0.3, while the Trade Index fell from –10.7 to –14.8. 

These were offset by a strong services sector and an increase in construction sentiment. The Services Sector Index 

increased from 8.2 to 10.8 and the Construction Index increased from –13.4 to –9.7. The services sector may continue to 

grow as demand for recreational activities and food services may increase as we enter the summer months.  

The Statistics Bureau of Japan released inflation data for May. Japan remains an outlier with inflation relative to other 

developed markets. Year-over-year CPI met consensus estimates and held stable at 2.5%. The main drivers of CPI 

continue to be growth in food (4.1%) and utilities (14.4%). Year-over-year core CPI (excluding food and energy) also met 

consensus estimates, holding steady at 2.1%. Japan has historically had issues with low inflation.  

Quick look ahead 

Canada – GDP (June 30) 

StatCan will be releasing April’s GDP data on June 30. Consensus estimates are expecting the economy to expand with 

growth of 0.3% month-over-month. Year-over-year growth is expected to be 4.9%. In March, all goods-producing sectors 

were up aside from utilities, which fell 1.4%. An increase in growth within service-producing sectors is anticipated.  

U.S. – Durable goods orders (June 27); Consumer confidence (June 28) 

The U.S. Census Bureau will release durable goods orders data for May. Economists are expecting growth to decline to 

0.1% from 0.5% the previous month.  

The Conference Board will release their consumer confidence survey results for June. Consensus is expecting the index 

to move to 100.0, down from 106.4 the month prior. This implies that consumer confidence is expected to reach a neutral 

level—numbers above 100 imply optimism and numbers below imply pessimism.  

International – Japan retail sales (June 28) and industrial production (June 29); China PMI (June 29); 

eurozone unemployment (June 30); eurozone CPI (July 1)  

The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry will release May’s Japanese retail sales data on June 28. Year-over-year 

growth is projected to increase by 0.9% to 4.0%. April’s month-over-month growth had an upwards revision to 1.0% and 

consensus is expecting this figure to hold going into May.  

The next day, the Ministry will release Japan’s preliminary industrial production data for May. In April, Japanese industrial 

production contracted 1.5% month-over-month and missed consensus estimates. Consensus estimates are expecting 

production to remain contractionary, with a projected decline of 0.3% month-over-month. However, year-over-year 

production is expected to expand 4.2%.  

The National Bureau of Statistics will release China’s PMI data for June. In May, Chinese PMI had a slight recovery, 

managing to slightly beat estimates. With COVID restrictions mostly lifted on June 1, this improvement in PMI is expected 

to continue.  

Eurostat will release unemployment data for the month of May. Economists are expecting the unemployment rate to 

stabilize at the last reading of 6.8%. 

Eurostat will release preliminary CPI data for June. Consensus is projecting inflation to increase 0.4% year-over-year, with 

an estimate of 8.5% year-over-year. Core inflation is also expected to increase 0.1%, with an estimate of 3.9% year-over-

year. The eurozone aggregate region faced steadily increasing inflation throughout 2022, prompting European Central 

Bank President Christine Lagarde to reaffirm on Monday that the ECB will raise rates at the following two meetings.  
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